This chapter starts with the observation that in the last
Today, it is taken for granted that research-if it wants to be accepted as scientific research-needs to be empirical, that is, in the dominant language, based on data. Data means that there is something empirically given and that this given has been gathered or recorded in a way that is generally accepted by the scientific community. These accepted ways of gathering or recording data are called methods, and today's dominant methods are experiments or observation combined with logical reasoning and statistical analysis. Experiments are usually made in specially prepared environments, the laboratory, and observations are usually conducted in the place called the "field." The field can be observed either by counting things-quantitative T. S. Popkewitz (ed.), Rethinking the History of Education © Thomas S. Popkewitz 2013 research-or by describing and interpreting things-qualitative research. Both types of empirical research-quantitative and qualitative-are highly esteemed, if we take a look at the amount of money granted by research foundations or if we consider the different interiors of our university buildings.
Dominant research paradigms always exert pressure on other patterns of doing research. In education, the empirical and data-driven paradigm started to exert pressure on history of education research and that all the more, as some prominent historians started to promote the value of data or "true facts" (Tenorth 2012 ). Back in the late 1960s it had been the British historian Sir Geoffrey Elton who advocated and metatheoretically legitimized the focus of historical research to data or "true facts" of the past:
Historical method is no more than a recognized and tested way of extracting from what the past has left the true facts and events of that past, and so far as possible their true meaning and interrelation . . . Its fundamental principles are only two and they may be expressed as questions, thus: exactly what evidence is there, and exactly what does it mean? (Elton 1969 , pp. 86-87) Elton's polemic was directed at one of the leading British historians of the time, Edward Hallett Carr, who in What Is History? (Carr 1961 ) had criticized what the British social psychologist Liam Hudson would later label the "cult of facts" (Hudson 1972 ) . "The belief in a hard core of historical facts existing objectively and independently of the interpretation of the historian is a preposterous fallacy, but one which it is very hard to eradicate" (Carr 1961 , p. 6 ). He would turn out, to his grief, to be right; the "cult of facts" remained prevalent (see also Skinner 2002 ).
Elton's plea for empirical methods in history was published in a time when the educational sciences underwent an empirical turn-in Germany, the slogan followed Heinrich Roth's inaugural lecture of at the University of G ö ttingen in 1962: "The realistic turn in educational research" ( Die realistische Wendung in der p ä dagogischen Forschung , Roth 1963 ). These empirical turns in the context of the Cold War started to exert pressure on the methods of the history of education, too, that at the time (and dominantly way beyond) was still committed to those aspirations that had originally enabled the emergence of the history of education at the end of the nineteenth century, namely, the moral obligation of the teachers to ideas of salvation in the context of the nation-states. The lack of helpful laboratories and the impossibility of questionnaires and interviews or participant
